
1. Happy picture



What makes you happy? What is happiness for you? 

Show the group and explain it to them why this

picture means happiness for you.

You can ask questions about each other’s photos

e.g. when/where it was taken/where did you get it

from (if not your own), why it makes you happy etc.

Picture: Eleni 

Zenonos



2. Art monologues



Imagine you are the main character of the painting.

Think about the person in the portrait.

◦ Give him/her a name. 

◦ Is he/she married? Children? 

◦ Are they a happy family? What do they like doing? 

◦ Think of three adjectives to describe their character. 

◦ What are their ambitions and dreams? What are their fears?





1. Leonardo Da Vinci, Mona Lisa

2. Johannes Vermeer, Girl with a Pearl Earring

3. Arrangement in Grey and Black No. 1, James Abbott McNeill 

Whistler

4. Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, Caspar David Friedrich

5. The Scream, Edvard Munch

6. American Gothic, Grant Wood



3. International proverbs



What is the meaning of the 
saying below?



A. What is the meaning of the ones 
below?

◦ Don’t cross your bridges before you come to them. 

◦ People in glass houses shouldn’t throw stones.

◦ A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.

◦ It never rains but it pours.

B. Can you think of any proverbs with 
similar meaning you use in your L1? 



4. Finish my sentence



Finish my sentence

◦ After the lesson I’m going to…

◦ Next week I’m definitely going to …

◦ I’m certainly not going to … 

◦ Next summer I probably won’t … 

◦ Maybe I’ll …



5. Don’t you hate it when…



Don’t you hate it when the lift stops 
at every floor, and nobody gets in?

We’re going to take turns talking about situations that 
make us frustrated. We will always begin with the words: 

Don’t you hate it when …? 

Look at the following examples: 

Don’t you hate it when you open a can of soup and the lid 
falls in? 

Don’t you hate it when you set your alarm clock for 7 pm 
instead of 7 am?

Now everyone post your own “Don’t you hate it when …?” 
statement



Now let’s switch to “Don’t you 
love it when…”?

e.g. Don’t you love it when you find money in your pocket?



6. Mystery puzzle



◦ I have (given Student A)(or the teacher) a mystery. You need to 

solve the mystery!

You can ask questions, I can only answer YES or NO. I can only 

answer one question at a time. If you think you know the mystery, 

post the answer.



Two girls were at a party. They were drinking iced tea.

One girl drank very fast and had finished five in the time it took the 
other to drink just one glass. The girl who drank one glass died. The 
other girl who drank five glasses survived.

All of the drinks were poisoned. How did the girl who drank the 
most survive? (solution: the poison was in the ice cubes)



A man was in a room. A woman entered. She was carrying a 

closed cardboard box and she sat down near the man. The man 

couldn’t see, hear or smell the box’s contents, but he knew what 

was in the box. (it was a cat, the man was allergic to cats)


